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An Efficient TCAM-Based Implementation
of Multipattern Matching Using
Covered State Encoding
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Abstract—This paper proposes a state encoding scheme called a covered state encoding for the efficient TCAM-based
implementation of the Aho-Corasick multipattern matching algorithm, which is widely used in network intrusion detection systems.
Since the information of failure transitions of the Aho-Corasick Nondeterministic Finite Automata (NFA) is implicitly captured in the
covered state encoding and the failure transition entries can be completely eliminated, the Aho-Corasick NFA can be implemented on
a TCAM with smaller number of entries than other schemes. We also propose constructing the modified Aho-Corasick NFA for
multicharacter processing, which can be implemented on a TCAM using the covered state encoding. The implementation of modified
Aho-Corasick NFA using the covered state encoding is also superior to other schemes in both TCAM memory requirement and lookup
speed.
Index Terms—String matching, multipattern matching, TCAM, intrusion detection system, Aho-Corasick algorithm.
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1

INTRODUCTION

W

increased growth in malicious network activity,
Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) are
being devised and deployed to detect the presence of any
malicious or suspicious content in packet data. Signaturebased NIDS rely on a multipattern matching algorithm.
Traditional software-based NIDS architecture fails to keep
up with the throughput of high-speed networks because of
the large number of patterns and complete payload inspection of packets. This has led to hardware-based schemes for
multipattern matching. Since the rule sets are continuously
updated, memory/ternary content addressable memory
(TCAM)-based architecture [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11] and FPGA-based architecture [12], [13], [14],
[15], which are a programmable or reconfigurable, are
commonly adopted for a hardware-based pattern matching.
Most multipattern matching solutions today are based
on the Aho-Corasick (AC) algorithm [16]. It performs
multipattern matching in linear time based on constructing
a finite state machine to do so. A finite state machine can be
efficiently implemented using the TCAM-based architecture, where the number of TCAM entries is equal to the
number of transitions in the state machine. A TCAM has the
“don’t care” matching feature, which can be used in
reducing the number of TCAM entries. Gould et al. [3]
proposed a method to reduce the number of TCAM entries
by using a logic minimization method. Alicherry et al. [1],
[2] proposed a state encoding scheme exploiting the “don’t
ITH
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care” feature of TCAMs, where some transitions are
eliminated in the TCAM entries. Their methods, however,
have limitations in reducing the number of entries since
they are based on a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) of
the AC algorithm which has much more transitions than the
corresponding nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA).
The NFA can be implemented with smaller TCAM entries
than the DFA although it makes more transitions than the
DFA during the pattern matching due to failure transitions.
In this paper, we present a state encoding scheme called
a covered state encoding, which takes advantage of the “don’t
care” feature of TCAMs in the TCAM-based implementation of the AC algorithm. Since the information of failure
transitions in the NFA of the AC algorithm is implicitly
captured in the covered state encoding, the failure transition entries can be completely eliminated in the proposed
scheme and one can further substantially reduce the
memory requirement.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
related work. Section 3 proposes a covered state encoding
scheme and the corresponding algorithms. Section 4 evaluates the covered state encoding scheme. Section 5 presents a
multicharacter processing scheme using a covered state
encoding. Section 6 includes concluding remarks.

2

RELATED WORK AND PROBLEM ANALYSIS

The multipattern matching problem is defined as finding
occurrences in a text string T , of any pattern in a set of
patterns P ¼ fP1 ; P2 ; . . . ; Pq g. This problem was first solved
by Aho and Corasick [16]. The AC algorithm first constructs
a finite state machine from the set of patterns and then uses
the finite state machine to process the text string in a single
pass. The algorithm builds a nondeterministic finite automaton by constructing the goto and failure transitions and
then converts it into a deterministic finite automaton. A
DFA has more transitions than the corresponding NFA.
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 2. TCAM-based hardware architecture.

Fig. 1. Aho-Corasick finite automata for {he, she, his, hers}. (a) Goto and
failure transitions (NFA). (b) DFA.

Fig. 1 shows the finite state machines for the set of
patterns {he, she, his, hers} built by the AC algorithm. In the
NFA, the solid lines and dotted lines represent goto and
failure transitions, respectively. In the DFA, the dotted lines
represent transitions, called by cross transitions, which are
newly added by eliminating failure transitions. Shaded
states represent the pattern matching states called output
states. The trivial transitions going to the initial state are
omitted in the figure.
The pattern matching can be performed using either the
NFA or the DFA. To match a string, one starts from the initial
state (usually 0). If a goto transition or a cross transition is
matched with an input in the current state, the current state
is moved along the matched transition. Otherwise, for a
DFA-based matching, the current state goes back to the
initial state and the matching process repeats for the next
input, and for an NFA-based matching, the current state is
moved along its failure transition and the matching process
repeats for the current input. The DFA examines each input
only once while the NFA may examine each input several
times along the failure transition path. In matching a text
string of length n, the DFA makes n state transitions and the
NFA makes fewer than 2n state transitions [16]. Thus, the
AC algorithm has a deterministic execution time.
The AC DFA requires a large amount of memory in a
straightforward RAM-based implementation that keeps a
table of pointers to next states for every input since the
table contains also trivial transitions which go back to the
initial state. Tan et al. [9] and Lunteren [10] proposed
methods reducing the memory requirement in the RAMbased implementation.
The AC DFA can be implemented more efficiently using a
TCAM since it needs only nontrivial transitions. Yu et al. [5]
proposed a TCAM-based multibyte multiple string matching algorithm with limited support for wildcards. Weinsberg et al. [6] presented a pattern matching algorithm called
Rotating TCAM (RTCAM) improving Yu et al.’s scheme.
However, two TCAM-based schemes are not the implementation of Aho-Corasick finite state machines. Fig. 2

shows the TCAM-based hardware architecture for a finite
state machine. The architecture consists of a TCAM, SRAM,
and a logic. Each TCAM entry represents a lookup key,
which consists of current state and input, and has corresponding data, which is the next state, in the SRAM whose
address is given by the TCAM output. Two registers current
state and input are initialized to the state 0 and the start data
of the input buffer, respectively. If there is a matching entry
for the state and input value in the TCAM, the TCAM
outputs the index of the matching entry and then the SRAM
outputs the next state data located in the corresponding
location. Because a TCAM has “don’t care” bits, multiple
entries can be simultaneously matched and when this is the
case, the index of the first matched entry is outputted. If
there is no such match in the TCAM, the next state is the
initial state. At every state transition, an input is advanced to
the next input and the next state value is stored into the
current state register.
Each TCAM entry represents a transition in the state
machine. The number of TCAM entries is equal to the
number of transitions and independent of the number of
states. For a transition gðs; iÞ ¼ t, where s is a current state, i is
an input, and t is the next state, we will simply represent a
pair of TCAM and SRAM entry by the combined form ðs; ijtÞ.
Although the AC DFA has deterministic execution time,
the number of transitions increases rapidly as the number of
patterns increases. This makes the TCAM-based implementation impossible when there are a large number of
patterns. In order to solve this problem, Alicherry et al.
[1], [2] proposed a state encoding exploiting a “don’t care”
feature of TCAM, which can implement a DFA with a much
smaller number of TCAM entries than the number of
transitions in the DFA. We call the distance from the initial
state to a given state as its depth, and a cross transition
which goes to a depth i state as depth i transition. In their
encoding, the current state 0 in the TCAM is replaced with
“  ,” which is matched with any state, and all depth 1
transitions are eliminated in the TCAM since they are
covered by the entries with current state “  .” Since
most of cross transitions in the AC DFA are at depth 1, this
encoding reduces significantly the number of TCAM
entries. In their work, they can also propose state encoding
schemes eliminating the higher depth transitions by
suffixing the state encoding by the prefix string from the
root node to that state such as “h” and “he.” In
order to eliminate all the depth  m transitions, the current
state field requires ðm  1Þ bytes additionally. Thus, these
encoding schemes are inefficient since they require encoding the states with a larger width.
Fig. 3 shows the TCAM entries in several encodings: no
optimization and Alicherry’s codings with several depths. In
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Fig. 4. TCAM/SRAM entries in NFA-based architecture.

Fig. 3. TCAM/SRAM entries in several schemes.

the entries with no optimization, the left entries are goto
transitions in the NFA and the right entries are cross
transitions. The entries marked as “” are cross transitions
eliminated when the depth of the state encoding is increased.
p
The entries marked as “ ” are goto transitions whose current
state field is replaced with the state including “don’t care”
when the depth of the state encoding is increased. Note that
the TCAM entries containing “don’t care” must be located in
the last positions since they have the lowest priority.
Recently, Bremler-Barr et al. [11] proposed a novel
method called CompactDFA to compress the DFA entries in
the TCAM-based implementation. Although CompactDFA
originated from essentially the same idea as Alicherry’s
encoding which eliminates cross transitions by suffixing the
state encoding by the prefix string from the root node to that
state, it provides more efficient encoding scheme than
Alicherry’s encoding by constructing the common suffix tree
and encoding the states, and it eliminates all the cross
transitions. However, CompactDFA state encoding is still
nonoptimal and its building algorithms are more or less
complex since the CompactDFA is built from AC DFA.
In this paper, we propose a new state encoding scheme
in TCAM-based implementation of AC NFA. We can
reduce the number of TCAM entries to the number of goto
transitions in the NFA by fully utilizing the “don’t care”
feature of TCAM using a novel state encoding.

3

COVERED STATE ENCODING SCHEME

3.1 Basic Idea
Since the AC NFA has a smaller number of transitions than
the AC DFA, the NFA can be implemented with smaller
TCAM entries than the DFA. The number of TCAM entries
in the NFA-based implementation is the sum of the number
of goto transitions and the number of nontrivial failure
transitions in the NFA.
In the NFA-based architecture, 1-bit field F indicating a
failure transition is added in each SRAM entry. If an entry is
associated with a failure transition, its F is 1 and its input
field is “” which can match with any input value. Fig. 4a
shows TCAM/SRAM entries for the AC NFA in Fig. 1a. If
the matched transition is a failure transition, or F ¼ 1, an

input is not advanced and current input is used again at the
next matching. One character may be repeatedly processed
along the states in the failure transition path until a
nonfailure transition is matched (F ¼ 0) or a state goes
back to the initial state, which is a major disadvantage of the
NFA-based architecture.
If we exploit the “don’t care” feature of a TCAM, we
can encode states so that a code covers some other codes.
For example, code  covers all of 4-bit codes and code
11 covers four codes 1100, 1101, 1110, and 1111. We call
a code each bit of which consists of 0 or 1 by a unique
code, and a code each bit of which consists of 0, 1, or “”
by a cover code. Since the next state field in the SRAM
cannot store “,” it should be represented by a unique
code. However, the current state field in the TCAM can
store a cover code.
The failure transition graph is a graph consisting of only
failure transitions in the AC NFA. In a failure transition
graph, the set of all the predecessors of a state s is denoted
by P REDðsÞ and the set of all the successors of a state s is
denoted by SUCCðsÞ. Fig. 5 shows SUCCðsÞ and P REDðsÞ
for a state s in a failure transition graph. If current state
fields of TCAM entries associated with each state t are
replaced with a cover code to cover not only state t but also
all its predecessors P REDðtÞ, we can simultaneously
examine all the entries of s and SUCCðsÞ for a current
state s since s is a predecessor of SUCCðsÞ and the failure
transition entries are not needed any longer.
Fig. 4b shows TCAM/SRAM entries in a new state
encoding. In this figure, each current state field also includes
predecessor states which it should cover. Note that the
entries of a state s should be located more front than the
entries of SUCCðsÞ since it has the priority. In this example,
assume that the current state is 4. The current state 4 can
match three entries 2, 5, and 6. If input is “e,” two entries 2
and 5 are exactly matched and the index of the front entry 2

Fig. 5. SUCCðsÞ and P REDðsÞ in a failure transition graph.
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is outputted. If input is “i,” one entry 6 is matched. If input is
“h” or “s,” two entries 7 and 8 are matched. Otherwise, there
is no matched entry and the next state becomes the initial
state 0. Since this operation is performed at one step in the
new scheme, the NFA can also process a text string with the
same number of transitions as the DFA.
We call a new encoding scheme to make the basic idea
possible by covered state encoding. In the covered state
encoding, each state s has two state encoding: a unique
code u codeðsÞ used in the next state field and a cover code
c codeðsÞ used in the current state field. Let CP REDðsÞ ¼
P REDðsÞ [ fsg. In covered state encoding, a code of each
state should be assigned so that the following conditions
are satisfied:
1.
2.

c codeðsÞ should cover u codeðtÞ for any state t in
CP REDðsÞ.
c codeðsÞ should not cover u codeðtÞ for any state t
which is not in CP REDðsÞ.

3.2 Covered State Encoding Algorithm
Now, we propose an algorithm for performing the covered
state encoding for the AC NFA. The proposed algorithm
consists of four stages as follows:
.
.
.
.

Step 1. Construct a failure tree.
Step 2. Determine the size (or dimension) of a cover
code of each state.
Step 3. Assign a unique code and a cover code to
each state.
Step 4. Build the TCAM entries.

3.2.1 Construction of a Failure Tree
The failure transition graph is a graph consisting of only
failure transitions in the AC NFA. We can avoid making
unnecessary failure transitions by using a generalization of
the next function from [17]. At first, we construct a failure
tree by reversing failure transitions in the failure transition
graph so that each state s can easily find P REDðsÞ. The
initial state becomes a root of the failure tree and the set of
all descendants of a state s in the failure tree is P REDðsÞ.
3.2.2 Determining the Size of a Cover Code
The number of “” bits in a cover code is called its dimension
and the number of unique codes covered in a cover code is
called its size. The dimension and size of the cover code of a
state s are represented by dimðsÞ and sizeðsÞ, respectively.
sizeðsÞ is 2dimðsÞ . If a state s has no child in a failure tree,
dimðsÞ is 0 since c codeðsÞ need not cover any other code,
and its cover code is the same as its unique code. If a state s
has any children in a failure tree, c codeðsÞ should cover not
its all children c. The
only u codeðsÞ but also c codeðcÞ for P
sizeðsÞ is greater than or equal to 1 þ c sizeðcÞ, where c is a
child. Therefore, the dimension of a state s is determined by
the following equation:



P
dlog2 1 þ c 2dimðcÞ e; if s has children c;
dimðsÞ ¼
ð1Þ
0;
otherwise:
The dimensions of all states are recursively determined
during the calculation of dimð0Þ, where 0 indicates the
initial state.
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Fig. 6. The failure tree and covered state encoding.

3.2.3 Assigning State Codes
For a state s, the unique code u codeðsÞ can use a code
covered by c codeðsÞ and we use a code obtained by
replacing  with 0 in c codeðsÞ as u codeðsÞ. The codes are
recursively assigned. At first, the code of the root 0 is
assigned as follows: c codeð0Þ ¼      and u codeð0Þ ¼
00 . . . 0. For a state s, the codes of its children are assigned in
decreasing dimension order in order to assign codes
efficiently. The code of each child is assigned from upper
codes in the range covered by the c codeðsÞ.
Fig. 6 shows the failure tree for AC NFA in Fig. 1a. In the
example, the dimension of a root is 4 and it has five children
whose dimensions are 2, 1, 1, 0, and 0, respectively. The
cover codes of the children are assigned 11, 101, 100,
0111, and 0110. Their unique codes are 1100, 1010, 1000,
0111, and 0110 which are obtained by replacing  with 0.
The codes of children share the fixed bit values (0 or 1) of
the cover code of their parent and assign new values in
“don’t care” bit locations. The procedure AssignCode performs Step 3 as described above.
procedure AssignCode(node s, int base)
// assign codes to this node s
u code½s ¼ base // unique code
c code½s ¼ covercodeðbase; dimðsÞ) // cover code
if s has no child then return
sort the children of node s in decreasing dimension
order
cbase ¼ base þ 2dimðsÞ
// assign codes to children recursively
for each child node c of node s do
cbase ¼ cbase  2dimðcÞ
AssignCode(c, cbase)
endfor
end
In the AssignCode procedure, covercode(base; dim) returns the value where the lowest dim bits of the base are
replaced with a . For example, covercodeð1100; 2Þ ¼ 11.
Calling AssignCode(0,0) assigns the codes of all the states
recursively.

3.2.4 Building TCAM Entries
Any child entry in a failure tree should be located more
front than its parent entry in TCAM. The procedure
BuildTCAM builds TCAM/SRAM entries so that this
requirement is satisfied.
procedure BuildTCAM(node s)
// insert entries of children recursively
for each child node c of node s do
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Fig. 7. TCAM/SRAM entries using cover state encoding.

BuildTCAM(c)
// insert the entry of this node s
for each goto transition gðs; iÞ of node s do
next ¼ gðs; iÞ
insert (c code½s, i) into TCAM
insert (u code½next) into SRAM
endfor
end
The procedure BuildTCAM guarantees the correct order of
entries since it inserts children in the failure tree first into
TCAM. Calling BuildTCAM(0) constructs all the TCAM/
SRAM entries recursively.
Example. Fig. 7 shows the TCAM entries using covered
state encoding, constructed by the proposed algorithm for
AC NFA in Fig. 1a. Fig. 8 shows the state transitions for the
input sequence “shershiss”. The initial state is 0. After
processing three input characters “she”, the state becomes 5.
Although there is no entry of state 5, the TCAM entry of
state 2 (c code ¼ 100) is matched with input r in state 5
(u code ¼ 1001) and the state becomes 8. After processing
the following input sequence “shiss” from state 8, the state
becomes 3. Boxes in Fig. 8 represent the cases that an input
is matched with the TCAM entry of a failure transition state
of the current state.

4

EVALUATION OF COVERED STATE ENCODING

4.1 Memory Requirement
We used the Snort rule set version 2.8 [18] and ClamAV
version 0.96 antivirus signature [19] to evaluate the TCAM
memory requirement of the covered state encoding. The
Snort rule set has 5,169 patterns whose average length is
16.7 and ClamAV signatures have 30,385 patterns whose
average length is 67.4.
We compare the implementations of the AC DFAs using
Alicherry’s encoding of depth m (denoted by DFA-m) and
the CompactDFA with the implementation of the AC NFA
using the covered state encoding (denoted by AC NFA-c).
Let Tg and Tf be the number of goto transitions and the
number of failure transitions in the AC NFA, respectively.
In the AC NFA-c, the TCAM entries consist only goto

Fig. 8. State transitions for a given input sequence.

Fig. 9. Comparison of some state encoding schemes. (a) The number of
TCAM entries. (b) TCAM memory requirement.

transitions and the number of TCAM entries is T ¼ Tg . The
number of TCAM entries in the CompactDFA is the same as
that in the AC NFA-c since the CompactDFA eliminates all
the cross transitions. Let Tc;i be the number of depth i
transitions in the AC DFA. P
In the DFA-m, the number of
max
Tc;i , where dmax is the
TCAM entries is T ¼ Tg þ di¼mþ1
maximum depth.
Fig. 9a shows the numbers of TCAM entries in various
DFA-m (2  m  10Þ, CompactDFA, and AC NFA-c for
the Snort rule set and ClamAV signatures. As m increases,
the number of TCAM entries in DFA-m approaches that of
AC NFA-c.
In the DFA-m, the number of bits required for the state
encoding is E ¼ log2 S þ 8ðm  1Þ bits where S is the
number of states [1]. In the AC NFA-c, the state code width
is E ¼ log2 S þ , where  is the number of extra bits
required in the covered state encoding and depends on the
patterns. In the covered state encoding, the number of state
bits E is equal to the number of states S at the worst case. A
set of n strings fa1 b1 ; a2 a1 b2 ; . . . ; an an1 . . . a1 bn g, where bi 6¼
bj if i 6¼ j, is an example of the worst case. This case,
however, is almost impossible for practical rule sets. The
state code width in the CompactDFA is also represented by
E ¼ log2 S þ , where  is the number of extra bits required
in the CompactDFA.
Table 1 presents the state code widths and extra bit widths
for Snort and ClamAV. In the AC NFA-c, the number of extra
bits  (0, 5) is much smaller than log2 S. In the CompactDFA,
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TABLE 1
The Code Widths for Snort and ClamAV

however, the extra bit width  (18, 30) is comparable to log2 S.
Thus, the covered state encoding is more efficient than the
CompactDFA and Alicherry’s encoding.
The width of a TCAM entry is W ¼ E þ 8 since a TCAM
entry consists of a current state and an 8-bit input data. The
TCAM memory requirement is M ¼ T  W ¼ T  ðE þ 8Þ bits.
Thus, the TCAM memory requirements of AC NFA-c,
CompactDFA, and DFA-m are given by following equations:
Mcovered ¼ Mcompact ¼ Tg  ðlog2 S þ  þ 8Þ;
!
dmax
X
MDF Am ¼ Tg þ
Tc;i ðlog2 S þ 8ðm  1Þ þ 8Þ:
i¼mþ1

The SRAM memory requirement is T  E bits since an
SRAM entry consists of the next state field.
Fig. 9b shows the TCAM memory requirements for DFAm (2  m  10), CompactDFA, and AC NFA-c. The DFA-1
is omitted in this figure due to its large value. This figure
shows that the TCAM memory requirement in the covered
state encoding is much less than those in the other schemes.
For the Snort rule set, the TCAM memory requirement of
DFA-m has the minimum value (¼ 7:3 Mbit) when m ¼ 7,
which is 4.3 times of Mcovered ð¼ 1:7 MbitÞ and the ClamAV
signatures have the minimum MDF Am ð¼ 218 MbitÞ when
m ¼ 7, which is 3.3 times of Mcovered ð¼ 66 Mbit). Mcovered is
about 58 percent of Mcompact for both Snort and ClamAV.
Thus, the TCAM memory requirement of AC NFA-c is the
smallest. In the AC NFA-c, the memory utilization per
character is 2.47 B/char for the Snort rule set and 4.04 B/
char for ClamAV signatures.
The commercially available TCAMs have the fixed entry
widths which are multiples of a specific size D (either 36 or
40 bits). When the required TCAM entry width is W , the
actual TCAM entry width is dW
D e  D. In the AC NFA-c, the
actual TCAM entry widths are D for both Snort and
ClamAV since the required entry widths are W ¼ 17 þ 8 ¼
25 for Snort and W ¼ 26 þ 8 ¼ 34 for ClamAV. In the DFAm (m  3) and CompactDFA, the actual TCAM entry
widths are 2D or more since the TCAM entry widths are
larger than 40. Thus, the actual TCAM memory requirement
in the AC NFA-c is also the smallest since the number of
TCAM entries and the TCAM entry width in the AC NFA-c
are smaller than in the other schemes.

4.2 Time Complexity
The lookup operation in the TCAM-based implementation
using the covered state encoding requires N transitions
for an input string with data length N since there is no
failure transition. This lookup speed is the same as the
DFA-based architecture.
The algorithm building all TCAM entries using the
covered state encoding takes at most Oðn log nÞ time, where
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n is the number of states. This result is obtained as follows:
Step 1 requires obviously n steps. The time complexity of
Steps 2 and 4 is OðnÞ, which is that of tree traversal
algorithm. Step 3 includes sorting its children in decreasing
dimension order at each node. Let mi be the number of
children of node i. The sorting at each node takes
Oðm
P i log mi Þ. The sum of all mi ’s is n  1, in other words,
i mi ¼ n  1. The time complexity of the procedure
AssignCode is as follows:
!
!
X
X
mi log mi  O
mi log n ¼ Oðn log nÞ:
O
i

i

The algorithm consists of four steps performing sequentially
and the time complexity of Step 3 is larger and dominant.

5

MULTICHARACTER PROCESSING USING COVERED
STATE ENCODING

We have proposed the covered state encoding scheme for
the efficient TCAM-based implementation of Aho-Corasick
algorithm. However, Aho-Corasick algorithm processes
only one character at a time and multicharacter processing
is required to achieve high-speed matching.
Alicherry et al. constructed the compressed DFA (cDFA)
that has transitions on multiple input characters, by
combining k consecutive states of Aho-Corasick DFA in
addition to proposing a state encoding scheme using
properties of the TCAM [1]. In the compressed DFA,
however, each transition corresponds to variable length of
input characters (at most k) and in rare cases, the input
pointer may be moved backward. Moreover, the compressed
DFA cannot use the covered state encoding in the TCAMbased implementation because it has no failure transition.
In this section, we propose constructing a finite state
machine called k-AC NF A which has state transitions on k
input characters by combining k consecutive goto transitions of the Aho-Corasick NFA. Since k-AC NFA consists of
goto transitions and failure transitions like the AC NFA, the
covered state encoding scheme can be used in the TCAMbased implementation of the k-AC NFA. The major
advantage of the k-AC NFA is that the state transition
consumes exactly k input characters while in the compressed DFA, the state transition is done on variable length
(between 1 and k) of characters.

5.1 Construction of k-AC NFA
The basic method constructing the k-AC NFA is similar to
the hardware-based method proposed in [12]. When k input
characters are processed at a time, the patterns can be
started at one of k possible offsets of the input characters. In
order to detect the patterns starting at any of k offsets, we
construct k finite state machines each of which corresponds
to one of k offsets.
For example, we consider the set of patterns {abc, xyapq,
pqrxyz}. Fig. 10a shows the AC NFA for these patterns. We
construct the 4-AC NFA by creating four state machines
each of which can detect the patterns starting at one of four
offsets, as shown in Fig. 10b. In Fig. 10, the states with the
same label are the same state and the gray colored states are
output states.
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Fig. 11. TCAM entries in the k-AC NFA.

Fig. 10. Construction of k-AC NFA (k ¼ 4). (a) AC NFA. (b) k-AC NFA.

In Fig. 10b, the dotted lines represent the failure
transitions. The failure function of the k-AC NFA is the
same as that of the AC NFA and it is proved as follows:
Theorem 1. The failure function fk ðsÞ of the k-AC NFA is the
same as the failure function fðsÞ of the corresponding AC NFA.
Proof. Let stringðsÞ be the sequence of input characters of
consecutive goto transitions from the initial state to state s
in the AC NFA. The failure function fðsÞ ¼ t if and only if
stringðtÞ is the longest suffix of stringðsÞ [16]. All the states
in the AC NFA also exist in the k-AC NFA. The goto
function gk ðs; a1 a2 . . . ak Þ of the k-AC NFA corresponds to
k input characters. The stringk ðsÞ of k-AC NFA is the same
as stringðsÞ of the AC NFA if s are not included in
stringk ðsÞ among the k input characters of goto transitions. Since stringk ðsÞ and stringðsÞ are the same, the
failure function fk ðsÞ of k-AC NFA is the same as the
failure function fðsÞ of the corresponding AC NFA.
u
t
The optimization of the failure function is performed in
the same way as the AC NFA except using gk ðÞ instead of
gðÞ as the goto function.

5.2 Implementation of k-AC NFA
The k-AC NFA can be implemented in the TCAM-based
architecture using the covered state encoding. In the k-AC
NFA, start transitions from the initial state may be done on
inputs with leading s (e.g.,   pq) and output transitions
may be done on inputs with trailing s (e.g., bc  ). Both
transitions may be simultaneously matched with k input
characters (e.g., bcpq) and we cannot determine the priority
between two transitions since they have no inclusion
relationship.
In order to solve this problem, we use two TCAMs called
a transition TCAM and an output TCAM, which can
simultaneously generate the matched entries. The output

transitions are stored in the output TCAM. Since the end
output states do not have goto transitions, the end output
transitions do not proceed the state transition further.
Therefore, the transition TCAM stores all the transitions
except end output transitions. The nonend output transitions are stored in both TCAMs. The output TCAM detects
the final pattern matching and the transition TCAM
controls the state transition in the k-AC NFA.
Since the start transitions on inputs with leading s and
the end output transition on inputs with trailing  are stored
in the transition TCAM and the output TCAM, respectively,
two transitions can generate the matching results simultaneously. If two TCAMs generate the matching results
simultaneously, the state is moved according to the result
of the transition TCAM and the output is generated by the
output TCAM.
Example. Fig. 11 shows entries of two TCAMs in the
implementation using the covered state encoding of the kAC NFA in Fig. 10. Fig. 12 shows the state transitions for a
given input data stream in this implementation. In Fig. 12,
the states inside parenthesis represent the states which
covers the current state and has the input field matched
with the input characters. For example, at state 13, the
input apqr is not matched with the entry of state 13 (the
last entry of output TCAM), but matched with an output
TCAM entry apq of state 5, which generates the output of
state 8 (xyapq). It is also simultaneously matched with a
transition TCAM entry pqr of the initial state, which
makes state transition to 11.

5.3 Evaluation of the Implementation of k-AC NFA
We evaluate the TCAM-based implementation of k-AC
NFA using the covered state encoding. The k-AC NFA of N
patterns has N output states. Since each output state has k
output transitions for all offsets in the k-AC NFA, the
number of output TCAM entries is To ¼ kN. Let Ne be the
number of end output states which have no goto transition.

Fig. 12. An Example of state transitions in k-AC NFA.
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k-AC NFA using a covered state encoding, pattern
matching operation for an input string with length N can
be done in dN=ke transitions Thus, the k-AC NFA using a
covered state encoding is superior to the compressed DFAm in both the TCAM memory requirement and the pattern
matching speed.

6

Fig. 13. TCAM memory requirement of multicharacter processing.

Since goto transitions to end output states are not included
in the transition TCAM, the number of transition TCAM
entries is Tt ¼ Tg  Ne , where Tg is the number of goto
transitions in the AC NFA. The total number of TCAM
entries is T ¼ Tt þ To ¼ Tg  Ne þ kN. If Ne ¼ N, then
T ¼ Tg þ ðk  1ÞN.
Since the failure function of the k-AC NFA is the same as
that of the AC NFA, the bit size of encoded states is the same
as that of the AC NFA, E ¼ log2 S þ , where S is the number
of states and  is the extra bit size of the covered state
encoding. The TCAM entry width of the k-AC NFA using the
covered state encoding is W ¼ E þ 8k ¼ log2 S þ  þ 8k,
where 8k is the input data width. The total TCAM memory
requirements of k-AC NFA are given as follows:
Mcovered;k ¼ ðTg  Ne þ kNÞðlog2 S þ  þ 8kÞ:
In the compressed DFA proposed by Alicherry, transitions consist of compressed goto transitions and depth-i
transitions for all i > P
m. The number of TCAM entries in
max
cDFA-m is T ¼ Tg;k þ di¼mþ1
Tc;i , where Tg;k is the number
of the compressed transitions in cDFA and depends on
multiple transition width k. The TCAM entry width is
W ¼ log2 S þ 8ðm  1Þ þ log2 k þ 8k, where log2 k is the bit
size for shift value. The total TCAM memory requirement is
given by the following equation:
!
dmax
X
McDF Am;k ¼ Tg;k þ
Tc;i ðlog2 S þ 8ðm  1Þ
i¼mþ1

þ log2 k þ 8kÞ:
We evaluate the TCAM memory requirements of multicharacter processing schemes k-AC NFA and the compressed DFA with depth m (cDFA-m) for the Snort rule set
v2.8. Fig. 13 shows the TCAM memory requirements of
various schemes for each k. Due to the efficiency of the
covered state encoding, the memory requirement of k-AC
NFA is less than that of any compressed DFA, where the
compressed DFA has the minimum memory requirement
when m ¼ 9 except k ¼ 1.
We investigate the pattern matching speed. In the k-AC
NFA, after k input characters are compared, the input
pointer is always advanced to exactly k characters. while
the compressed DFA has variable length transition width
and the average transition width is about 0:8k or less. In the

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a covered state encoding scheme
for the TCAM-based implementation of Aho-Corasick
algorithm, which is a multiple pattern matching algorithm
widely used in network intrusion detection systems. The
covered state encoding takes advantage of “don’t care”
feature of TCAMs and information of failure transitions is
implicitly captured in the covered state encoding. If we use
the covered state encoding, the failure transitions do not
need to be implemented as TCAM entries since all the states
in the failure transition path can be simultaneously
examined. The covered state encoding requires the smaller
number of TCAM entries than other schemes since it is used
in NFA-based implementation and the failure transitions
are not needed. The time complexity of the algorithm
building TCAM entries using the covered state encoding is
Oðn log nÞ, where n is the number of states. Thus, the
covered state encoding enables an efficient TCAM-based
implementation of a multipattern matching algorithm.
We also proposed the scheme constructing the finite state
machine called k-AC NFA for multicharacter processing,
which can use a covered state encoding. The k-AC NFA
using the covered state encoding has the smaller TCAM
memory requirement and can process exact k characters at a
time. Thus, a covered state encoding can be efficiently used
in multicharacter processing.
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